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01. 225756 LONDON  Optical Sofa
02. 249686 ANNIE  Accent Table
03. 270130 Superb Gunmetal Black Velvet Throw Pillow 20"

perfect pair
What’s black, white and chic all over? This 
so fresh and so sophisticated catalog, which 
showcases the pair we all know and love like 
never before. 

When it comes to good design, you can’t 
underestimate the power of contrast and 
juxtaposition, and bringing black and white 
together serves as the ultimate proof. 

The simplest way to create an elevated, 
timeless space is with this potent 
combination, as you’ll see in the inspiration 
that follows.
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03.
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balancing act
What makes the marriage of black and white so successful is the inherent sense of 

balance that comes with matching up the darkest and lightest colors on the spectrum. 
The key to keeping this combo looking stylish is using both hues in equal doses. 

From foundational pieces to small-but-mighty accents, you want to achieve an even 
distribution for juxtaposition perfection.

02.

01. 225756 LONDON  Optical Sofa
02. 248822 CARRIE  Coffee Table
03. 233148 TRACIE  Console Table
04. 255914 RAIDEN  Black Leather Reclining Swivel Chair
05. 249686 ANNIE  Accent Table
06. 270130 Superb Gunmetal Black Velvet Throw Pillow 20"
07. 270109 Curious Silverpine Gray Throw Pillow 20"
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better together
 

A true match made in heaven, black and white have the unique ability to elevate any space. In this dining room, the two 
work in tandem to create a cool yet classic look on iconic retro designs, including a tulip table and sculptural molded 

chairs. By decking the pieces in these rich contrasting hues, we take them from mid-century to this century.

03.

02.

04.

01. 259487 VERA  White Marble Dining Table
02. 269269 TITAN  Buffet
03. 209544 ALEXA  Black Dining Side Chair
04. 243482 Gold Octagon Hand Gilded Mirror 40"

01.
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01.

simple = beautiful
 
In a world that can be oversaturated and overwhelmed 
by color, pattern and texture, sometimes it’s refreshing 
to get away from it all and embrace a vision of 
simplicity and minimalism. Sticking to an all black and 
white interior is the easiest, most straightforward way 
to create a space that feels cohesive, consistent and 
calming. There’s no magic palette that is more seamless 
or striking than this, so you are guaranteed peace.

01. 259487 VERA  White Marble Dining Table
02. 209544 ALEXA  Black Dining Side Chair

02.
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accessory envy
All of the little details matter more than ever 
when you’re working with a basic color scheme, 
so you want to incorporate accessories that speak 
volumes. Sleek and sculptural, fierce and functional, 
artful accents will make a black and white palette 
pop. By creating picture-perfect vignettes, you can 
instill life and intention into your space.

01. 268093 BOHO  Outdoor 3pc Bistro Dining Set

02.

01.

01. 269269 TITAN  Buffet
02. 243482 Gold Octagon Hand Gilded Mirror 40"
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01.

01. 102221 DEAN  Charcoal Queen Upholstered Panel Bed 
02. 206093 ELDEN  2-Drawer Nightstand
03. 206094 ELDEN  1-Drawer Nightstand
04. 256614 CARA  White Leather Swivel Accent Chair
05. 103588 Spinning Top Table Lamp
06. 255263 Black Exam Diamond Rug 92"x123"

retreat chic
 

We all can harness the ability of a moody sanctuary to lull us to sleep. Bold black walls are enough 
to inspire anyone to retire, and thanks to decorative touches that add depth and dimension, this 
bedroom is especially rich and inviting. To keep things from feeling too cave-like, there are a few 

lightened-up moments that further prove this power couple’s allure. 

03.
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save the drama
 
Not only can you can count on black and white to 
deliver classic distinction in any room, you can also 
expect a daring and dramatic performance. Yes, we’ve 
praised the simplicity and ease of this palette, but 
there is also plenty to be appreciated when it comes 
to this pair’s penchant for the theatrical and impactful. 
Together, these colors make a resounding statement 
that will echo for years to come.

01. 206095 ELDEN  Bachelors Chest

01.
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Visit livingspaces.com to 
check out our entire selection. 

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE

01. 256614 CARA  White Leather Swivel Accent Chair

01.


